
 

Prisoner Hunger-Strikes from 

California to Guantanamo 
July 12, 2013 - In March of this year R.H.H.R. received a 

letter from Mutawally (in pic to left), long-term 

correspondent of ours and current prisoner in Pelican Bay’s 

Security Housing Unit (SHU). The letter stated: “July 8, 

2013 is the deadline given to Governor Jerry Brown to 

adhere to the 5 core demands as well as the 40 

supplemental demands. We will resume a peaceful protest 

by way of Hunger Strike and Prison Work-Stoppage, this 

protest is indefinite! Everyone here in Pelican Bay Prison 

remains 100% committed to these demands. To date three 

California prisoners have sacrificed their lives and many 

more of us have suffered some type of permanent 

damage.”  We hoped that there would be some concrete 

changes made by the Governor and the California Department of Correction that would keep 

further sacrificing and suffering from happening, but sadly as the deadline neared we realized that 

the Hunger Strike was eventual. 

Starting on Monday, July 8th about 30,000 of California’s inmates in 22 of the state’s 33 jails, and 

four jails outside of the state, refused their meals, to work, or go to classes. The movement was 

spear-headed by prisoners held in the S.H.U. of Pelican Bay State Prison in Northern California due 

to their infamous use of long-term and indefinite solitary confinement as punishment (California 

holds an average of 12,000 inmates in extreme isolation on any given day, some in windowless for 

decades, allowed out for an hour a day to exercise, some outside, others in another cage). 

The original hunger strike started, according to a letter from a group of S.H.U. prisoners, “in July 

2011, over 6,600 prisoners went on Hunger Strike to protest our torture. We suspended the 

Hunger Strike after 3 weeks to give the Department of Corrections time to make the changes 

promised. When they failed to respond, we resumed the Hunger Strike. This time we were joined 

by 12,000 prisoners. Again, the Hunger Strike was suspended when the Department of Corrections 

signed a statement about the changes they intended to make. It’s been almost two years now and 

our conditions have not changed.” In the last few days the number of current strikers went down 

to 20,000, then 12,500, but has resulted in growing support for their cause. 

The cause revolves around five core demands: 1) End Group Punishment: punishing many because 

of the actions of a few or one. 2) Abolish the Debriefing Policy/Modify Gang Status Criteria: 

Inmates are put into solitary for not debriefing (snitching) and considered gang members for 

having Black and Chicano cultural artwork and liberation literature. 3) End Long-Term Solitary 

Confinement: Laura Downton, of the National Religious Campaign Against Torture, told The 

Guardian the policy caused psychological harm and worsened violence and ”after 15 days in 

isolation the chemistry of the brain begins to change, leading to increasing rates of hallucinations, 

paranoia and self-mutilation. It has become a default management tool rather than a tool of last 

resort.” 4) Adequate and Nutritious Food: Enough said! 5) Expand Constructive Programs for 

S.H.U. Inmates: Along with ending the torturous solitary practices in the S.H.U. the prisoners being 

held there need constructive and educational activities and reading materials. The movement also 

led to the “Agreement to End Hostilities” in August 2012 which called for a halt to all race and 

gang related violence in all of California’s prisons and jails. 

R.H.H.R. stands in solidarity with all striking prisoners, especially those in Pelican Bay’s SHU like 

our friend Mutawally. Recent attempts to contact Mutawally and get an update from inside have 

gone unanswered, with the assumption that either our letters are being withheld from him, or his 

letter to us is being withheld by prison officials, as they have stated they would do as punishment 

for those participating in the protest and strike. More reports from Mutawally can be read at: 

http://rhhr.org/2011/02/28/join-the-hip-hop-on-lockdown-correspondence-connection/ & 

http://rhhr.org/2012/02/25/rhhr-receives-letter-from-pelican-bay-while-hunger-strike-

continues/ 

On the other side of the hemisphere about 120 detainees, being held in the “legal-limbo” prison 

known as Guantanamo Bay in Cuba, have been on a Hunger Strike for more than 150 days now. 

Guards and personnel in Guantanamo have resorted to force-feeding some prisoners through 

tube inserted through the detainee’s nose, known to be extremely painful and considered by 

some experts as another form of torture. 

Recently Hip-Hop artist and actor Yasiin Bey (formerly Mos-Def) brought attention to the force-

feeding methods used in Guantanamo by voluntarily undergoing the process and recording it on 

video. (See the video on article at RHHR.ORG) 

Colonel Morris Davis, former chief prosecutor at Guantanamo recently told Democracy Now: 

“you’ve got a majority of the detainee population that has been cleared for transfer out, you 

know, people that the intelligence community, the law enforcement community, the military has 

unanimously agreed we do not want to detain, we don’t need to detain, because they’re not a 

threat. And as John McCain said a few weeks ago, that we’re spending $1.5 million per year per 

person to keep them at Guantánamo. So it’s regrettable that it’s taking them putting their lives at 

risk to get us to pay attention, that they’ve been cleared for transfer, yet they’re still in prison. And 

we’ve got to—we’ve got to make this right. And, unfortunately, with the president, you know, 

we’ve gotten lectures when we needed a leader, and he needs to stand up and be a leader on this 

and bring this to an end.” 

Government Spying and Surveillance 

from ‘Hip-Hop Cops’ to the N.S.A. 

July 11, 2013 - On June 5th the London newspaper The Guardian released a report that sustained 

the suspicions and rumors that have been held for over a decade now: the Federal Government, 

through the various corporate media and communication companies (Verizon, Google, Facebook, 

Apple, Microsoft, AT&T, etc…), spied on and collected the digital records and information of 

millions of United States citizens who had not committed any crime. The information came from 

NSA-private contractor Edward Snowden who blew the whistle (like Too $hort) on the spying 

programs after learning of their clear violation of people’s privacy and human rights. Since then 

we’ve learned all about the various NSA, CIA, FBI, and even Post Office surveillance schemes 

aimed at keeping track of every interaction we have. 

Now that the average citizen feels like their 

life is being pried into people are crying out 

about the surveillance/police state, but 

these violations of basic constitutional 

rights is nothing new to all kinds of groups 

of Revolutionaries, Radicals, Organizers, 

and Activists. Since the early 1960s the FBI 

and Counter Intelligence Program 

(COINTELPRO) listened to the phone calls 

of Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X, 

infiltrated anti-war and student 

movements, sabotaged Native American 

and Chicano organizations, and purposely 

created violent riffs between West Coast 

and East Coast Black Panther Party factions 

(sound familiar). 

Perhaps a little less well-known (but still part of the same growing and expanding surveillance 

culture/police state with the goal of crushing any opposition to current power structure, capitalist 

system, and its elite group of beneficiaries) is targeted, unwarranted, and essentially illegal 

practices of several law enforcement agencies to collected and store binders full of information on 

Hip-Hop artists, producers, promoters, and other associates. That’s right, federal and local cops 

are keeping track of your Hip-Hop crew, what they do, where they do it, and who they do it with. 

Revelations of the “Hip-Hop Cops” came in 2005 with the release of the documentary Black and 

Blue: Legends of the Hip-Hop Cop, where former NYPD detective Derrick Parker displays the 

binder where he gathered information about dozens of Hip-Hop artists who were not under 

suspicion of any specific crime. Parker reveals how he was encouraged to collect the personal and 

business data on rappers including Snoop Dogg, The Game, 50 Cent, Ja-Rule, Jay-Z, Lil’ Kim, and 

many more starting in 1998. “I was the one who started the whole thing,” Parker told MTV News. 

“The chief wanted me to run this entire investigation for him and to report to him.” 

According to MTV News: ”Parker said that for more than four years he gathered intelligence on 

the rap community, compiled files, went to nightclubs and interviewed rappers who were jammed 

up in criminal cases.” “It’s definitely a task force,” Fat Joe said. “You go to hip-hop spots now and 

they ain’t just your normal walking-the-beat cops. There’s cops out there in undercover cars like 

they know something we don’t know. Like bin Laden’s in the club, B.” “It’s just a thing where it’s 

targeting hip-hop,” Fabolous said. “I don’t think you should target something. If it’s a problem, you 

go handle the problem.” “It’s called the Entertainment Task Force,” Keith Murray said. “They 

watch you as far as on the streets, and they watch you as far as monetary operations, taxes, who’s 

paying who what, where you getting money from. They got they scope on rappers right now.” 

In Black and Blue it is also revealed that the Miami Police Department carried out similar data 

gathering on Hip-Hop artists and their entourages during that time, a tactic practiced as late 

recent as 2004. According to rapnewsdirect.com: “Miami and Miami Beach police are secretly 

watching and keeping dossiers on hip-hop celebrities like P. Diddy and DMX and their entourages 

when they come to South Florida. Officers say they have photographed rappers as they arrived at 

Miami International Airport. They stake out hotels, nightclubs and video shoots. They consult a six-

inch-thick black binder of every rapper and member of his or her group.” 

Other documentaries, such as Hip Hop Police: True Story of Hip Hop, NYPD, LAPD, and DEA have 

since added more evidence to the claims that the Hip-Hop community is being targeted and 

monitored. According to streetgangs.com: “In this stunning documentary, director Don Sikorski 

uncovers a 500+ page dossier that he surprisingly received after several freedom of information 

requests were denied. This government compiled dossier is jam-packed with personal and sensitive 

information on the industry’s artists and players including addresses, social security numbers, 

associates on everyone in the music game. Not only does Rap Sheet prove that the Hip-Hop Cops 

exist, but it also traces to Washington Heights, and its ties to the NYPD, FBI, DEA and IRS.”  

Of course mainstream America didn’t come running to the aid of rap stars and ensure their rights 

weren’t being violated and now here we are a decade later and we find that there is a “black 

binder” or “dossier” on all of us out in the desert of Utah and they’re adding more of your info 

everyday. 

There’s an old saying that goes something like “first they came for the Revolutionaries, but I didn’t 

speak out because I wasn’t a Revolutionary. Then they came for the Hip-Hop artists, but I didn’t 

speak out because I wasn’t a Hip-Hop artist, then they came for me and there was no one left to 

speak out.” Something like that… 

RHHR’s Favorite Rolas 

Common – Song for Assata       /     Dead Prez – Be Healthy        

Jedi Mind Tricks – Shadow Business 

Promoe – Government Music     /     The Firm – Phone Tap 

Sweatshop Union – Close to Home 

Ice-T – The Tower         /          Devin the Dude – Can’t Wait 
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More Bangladesh for Your Buck: 

Sweatshops in Hip-Hop 

May 18, 2013 - On April 24th a factory collapsed into rubble near Dhaka, Bangladesh killing at 

least 1,200  people, as they made clothes for around nine cents per garment, and brought 

international awareness to the horrendous working conditions in sweatshops that make a 

majority of the clothes Americans wear on a daily basis. 

From http://nytimes.com: “Bangladesh is the world’s second-leading garment exporter, trailing 

only China. Bangladesh has the lowest labor costs in the world, with the minimum wage for 

garment workers set at roughly $37 a month. Such low labor costs have attracted not just 

Walmart but almost every major global clothing company, including Sears, Gap, Tommy Hilfiger 

and many others. Bangladesh now has more than 5,000 garment factories, employing more than 

3.2 million workers, many of them women. Labor unions are almost nonexistent, and a labor 

organizer, Aminul Islam, was tortured and murdered last year.” 

This tragedy is just one (although one of the worst) in a long pattern of similar incidents that have 

occurred as a result of the unsafe, unsanitary, and all-around slave-labor working conditions that 

exist in Latin-American and South Asian factories. In 2005, almost 70 workers were killed when a 

Bangladesh garment factory collapsed. In November, just 5 months ago, a fire in a factory not to 

far from the recent building collapse killed 112 workers as they made shorts and sweaters that 

would be later sold at Wal-Mart and Sears. Just this Thursday morning a ceiling collapsed in a 

Cambodian shoe factory killing at least two people as they sewed pairs of Asics for about $6 per 

day. 

Obviously fashion is a large part of Hip-Hop culture whether we like it or not and Hip-Hop related 

clothing and shoe companies, much like blood diamonds, are brought to you by major 

corporations making huge profits off of cheap and exploited labor. Obviously this leads to ethical 

and moral questions. How can the decedents of slaves and oppressed people now use slave-labor 

to make themselves rich? Isn’t that what Hip-Hop was supposed to be fighting against? While 

some revolutionary artists have tackled this issue, a Hip-Hop group out of Canada named 

themselves Sweatshop Union and rhyme about the subject throughout their albums. Immortal 

Technique raps: “I’m from the third world…where they murder union organizers…and kids make 

sneakers for a quarter a day” in his song “The 3rd World.” Public Enemy did a song about “the 

politics of the sneaker pimps” and you can check out the song by Jedi Mind Tricks about 

sweatshop labor, “Shadow Business.” 

While some MCs and groups in Hip-Hop have taken up the cause of sweatshop labor and fashion, 

many artists have taken endorsement deals from sweatshops using companies like the Gap and 

Levi’s. Even the top “Hip-Hop” clothing labels also make their products using sweatshop slave-

labor. According to lrights.igc.org, “Hip-Hop” apparel-profiteers like Timberland, Karl Kani, and 

Perry Ellis also use sweatshop labor. In 2004, a document from China Labor Watch stated that 

Kingmaker Footwear Holdings Ltd, which makes Timberland boots, noted “numerous child 

laborers in the factory, and a work schedule that requires employees to spend 91 hours or more 

per week at their machines to meet production quotas.” It was estimated that Kingmaker factory 

workers are paid a mere 55 cents per pair of boots made while they get sold for $85 or more. 

Perry Ellis and Karl Kani continue to make their clothes in Myanmar (formerly Burma) even though 

the U.S. considers the country a military dictatorship and imposed sanctions on them. The average 

wages for garment workers there are around 4 cents per hour. 

As many may remember, in 2003 the National Labor Committee (NLC), which keeps tabs on the   

working conditions in the third world, said that a factory making clothes for P. Diddy’s “Sean John” 

and Jay-Z’s “Rocawear” in Cholma, Honduras violated basic human and workers rights. From 

nytimes.com: “According to Charles Kernaghan, Director of NLC, most urban consumers would be 

appalled if they knew of the horrendous conditions garment workers were forced to endure inside 

sweatshops to make hip-hop apparel…20 workers who attempted to form a union said they were 

immediately fired, and subsequently smuggled Rocawear and Sean John labels out of the 

sweatshop as evidence. A year and a half later, however, Rocawear still refuses to comment on the 

story while Sean John claims no responsibility for the working conditions inside of factories.”  

According to http://lrights.igc.org, a 19-year-old Honduran apparel worker, Lydda Eli Gonzalez, 

said the factory’s 

managers yelled and 

cursed at workers, 

forced them to work 

unpaid overtime and 

fired employees for 

being pregnant. Ms. 

Gonzalez traveled to 

New York from 

Honduras to ask 

”Diddy” to pressure the 

factory’s owner to treat 

the workers better (in 

pic to right). ”My 

purpose is to represent 

all the sewing machine 

operators in Honduras and to put an end to the humiliation and labor violations,” Ms. Gonzalez 

said. ”Sean Combs is a man with great power and influence, and we think he should help us and 

help end these violations.” 

To end on a positive note, lrights.igc.org highlighted a couple Hip-Hop clothing labels, like No 

Sweat, a clothing line from Maine, which sells union made non-sweatshop clothing from Kenya, 

South Africa, and Canada. No Sweat’s owner, Adam Neumann stated that Hip-Hop luminaries like 

Dead Prez and Tego Calderón were at the top of his list for potential spokespersons. Read full 

article at RHHR.ORG 
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“Did You Know?” ………..Random Stats..... 

2.7 million kids in the US have a parent behind bars 66% of them for nonviolent crimes 

Bees pollinate 1/3 of all the food we eat 

20 million new people get an STD every year in the US, half are under 25 

1 of every 3 women of color are sexually abused in their lifetime 

1 of 6 Americans is going hungry 

 

 May 28, 2013 - The double-speak as described in 

the classic novel 1984 has already been thoroughly 

used here in the United States. We call it the 

Defense Department even though it has always 

been used for offense and has rarely defended 

anything. We call the agency in charge of deciding 

who destroys the environment, and how much 

they destroy it, the Environmental Protection 

Agency. 
Now they’ve done it again by proclaiming that 

Assata Shakur, a long-time victim of Amerikkkan 

terrorism, Tupac’s aunt, and now a 65 year-old 

woman is a “terrorist.” Not only that, but she is the 

first woman to ever be put on the FBI list and the 

reward for her capture was raised from $1 million 

to $2 million. The words to Lowkey’s song 

“Terrorist” couldn’t fit any better…”they callin me a 

terrorist, like we don’t know who the terror is, 

insulting our intelligence, oh how these people judge.” 

In New York the announcement sparked demonstrations and May 9th was officially declared 

“Hands Off Assata Shakur Day.” “We demand that the U.S. government totally rescind both its $2 

million bounty and Most Wanted Terrorist designation on Assata Shakur, [aka] Joanne Chesimard, 

and that all efforts to secure her capture by armed bounty hunters, mercenaries and extradition 

tactics immediately cease,” said Black Panther Brother Shep in http://amsterdamnews.com. “We 

further demand that her political asylum and protection by the sovereign nation of Cuba be 

respected and that all U.S. law enforcement agents immediately end their own terrorism, 

harassment and defamation of Assata’s name, family, friends, comrades and supporters. Hands 

off Assata! She is innocent and she must remain free!” The crowd, chanted “Who’s the terrorist? 

Don’t tell no lie! The CIA and FBI,” in the Northeast corner of Harlem’s African Square (125th St. 

and Seventh Ave). 

From an interview by Minister of Information JR with M1 of Hip-Hop group dead prez featured at 

http://assatashakur.org: JR: What is Assata Shakur’s importance to our cause? 

M1: The U.S. government has again openly declared war against the poor and oppressed people 

of the world. Once again this declaration has come in the form of this $1 million dollar bounty, 

which rests on the head of not only Assata Shakur but our movement, because the most 

important thing about the bounty that they placed on Assata Shakur, whom they call Joanne 

Chesimard, is that she represents the struggle inside our community that has not died. And they 

know very quickly the spark could re-inflame what is going on all around our community. So it is 

sending a message to the future revolutionaries, don’t become … because what we know will 

eventually happen. We retaliate against that kind of aggression against our people by saying, 

“Assata Shakur is welcome here.” And that idea that “Assata is welcome here” should be adopted 

by every hood, every Blood, every Crip, every Latin King, every old folks home, every school and 

every Boy Scout club. “Assata Shakur is welcome here” is the identity that the government is not 

welcomed in our lives and will not be tolerated when violating our basic rights of humanity. Read 

full article at RHHR.ORG 

- RHHR Videos -                                        

March Against Monsanto in Sacramento   
May 30, 2013 - On Saturday May 25, 2013 over a thousand people attended a march and protest 

against mega corporation Monsanto at the California State Capitol in Sacramento. This is one of 

many protests that took place in around 50 countries and around 400 cities against Monsanto’s 

many morally and sometimes illegal business practices. These include the creation if Agent 

Orange which was used by the U.S Military to kill and give birth defects to thousands of 

Vietnamese, the development of growth hormones that lead to cancerous milk, top-cutting of 

mountains for metal mining, patenting of life forms, polluting of communities in Alabama, pushing 

genetically modified food onto the world’s population, as well as pouring millions of dollars into 

buying politicians and corrupting elections. See RHHR’s video of the protest at 

youtube.com/rhhrorg 

The 6th Annual 209 IndieFest Hip-Hop Show in Modesto 
June 17, 2013 - Friday, June 7th 2013 – The 209 IndieFest is an annual Hip-Hop concert that 

features local artists from Modesto, Stockton, Tracy, Merced, and other places in the 209. The 

event was started by and has been put on by Modesto emcee Cobalt45 for the last six years. This 

year’s line-up included Cobalt, Nikfuq, Squalid, Jabberjawz, Jusum One, Defiant Strike Crew, 

M.Sea.G, Hippie Hop, Silhouette, Kreative Soulz, Sam-Sin, and many more. For the last few years, 

including this year, IndieFest has taken place at the Fat Cat Nightclub in Downtown Modesto. See 

video of this year’s and past IndieFest performances at RHHR.ORG or 

http://youtube.com/rhhrorg 

Justice for Ernest Duenez Jr. – 2 Year Anniversary March      
June 19, 2013 - On Sunday, June 9th 2013 around 300 people took to the streets of Manteca, CA 

to protest the killing of Ernest Duenez Jr. by Manteca PD officer John Moody. Duenez was shot 

multiple times by Moody two-years and one day before on June 8th 2011, the shooting has since 

been ruled “justified” by Manteca PD’s own investigation. Citizens from all over California 

attended the several mile march from where Duenez was killed to the Manteca PD headquarters. 

The marched included many family members of victims of police violence who came to support 

the Duenez family in their continuing fight for justice. More information can be found at 

http://facebook.com/justiceforernest  Watch the video from the march as well as videos from 

past events for Ernest Duenez Jr. at RHHR.ORG or http://youtube.com/rhhrorg 


